SOC in a box

BE AWARE. BE SECURE

Security

UNIQUE SOC-IN-A-BOX
MODEL

Security Information and
Event Management
Network Monitoring
Endpoint Detection &
Response
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Key benefits
Threat Detection
Incident Response
Threat Intelligence Analysis
Compliance Management

A complete
Cybersecurity Package!

One unified solution
WatchTower S.M.A.R.T 365 (SoC-In-a-Box) helps support compliance with a rule
by providing multiple essential security capabilities in a single solution, enabling
you to satisfy many of the ‘reasonable steps’ outlined by the rule to accelerate
investigations into suspected breaches to meet the 30 calendar - day window.

Asset Discovery

Network Traffic Analysis

Vulnerability Assessment

Endpoint Protection

Intrusion Detection

Isolate & Recover

Behavioural Monitoring

Ransomware Rollback

Integrated Threat Intelligence

Global Threat Intelligence
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siem
Security information & event Management
SIEM (AlienVault USM) is a component that includes
integrated asset discovery & inventory via passive &
active scanning tools and allows for the assignment of
asset criticality. We conduct vulnerability scanning,
reporting, and management of vulnerability stats, to
assist customers in addressing the most critical items.
This is performed both internally (authenticated) from
AlienVault USM, and externally (unauthenticated) from
the WatchTower 365 Managed Security Services. This
information, integrated with SIEM, feeds to refine threat
detection and analysis and reduce false positives.

The Threat Detection and Alerting abilities of AlienVault
USM solution provides:A fully-managed network and host-based IDS technology with
leading industry threat feeds and rule-sets.
Integrated proprietary and crowd-sourced threat intelligence.
Ability to deploy additional integrated security controls.
File integrity and privileged-user monitoring, etc.
Automated real-time ”unified” log correlation.
Integration of all available security data (IDS, security device
inputs, asset value database, vulnerability scan data).
Application of 3,200+ correlation rules to asset, vulnerability,
network traffic, and threat data.
24 x 7 x 365 alerting with “full threat context”.
Linkage to all log data related to the threat.
Evaluation and elimination of systemic “false positives”.

The Archival Log Storage and Search Functionality of
WatchTower 365 Managed Security Services solution
provides:All collected security logs and forensically “stamped” and
sent to a separate onboard “logger” database.
Provides for long-term archival log storage to address
compliance requirements.
Enables efficient historical log search functionally for security
forensics, event analysis, and reporting.
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network traffic
analysis
Network Monitoring is a component of
WatchTower365 SoC-in-a-Box solution that
provides web-based network traffic analysis and
network flow collection.

Sort network traffic according to many criteria
including IP address, port, protocol, throughout,
Autonomous Systems (AS)
Show real-time network traffic and active hosts
Produce long-term reports for several network metrics
including throughput and application protocols
Monitor and report live throughput, network and
application latencies, Round Trip Time (RTT), TCP
statistics (retransmissions, out of order packets, packet
lost), and bytes and packets transmitted
Store on disk persistent traffic statistics to allow future
explorations and post-mortem analysis
Geolocate and overlay hosts in a geographical map
Alerts engine to capture anomalous and suspicious
hosts
SNMP v1/v2c support and continuous monitoring of
SNMP devices
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Endpoint Detection &
Response
As we implement our Business Continuity plans
and reset our corporate priorities to deal with the
pandemic, it is important to keep cybersecurity at
the forefront. We will be relying more heavily than
ever on our IT systems to keep our businesses
moving forward and cybersecurity plays a critical
role in keeping those systems up and running.

ENDPOINT PROTECTION
Agent architecture for performance - WatchTower365 uses a
single, low footprint agent that quickly pinpoints and blocks
malicious code from running without impacting device
performance.
Comprehensive web protection - Our web protection
technology proactively prevents users from accessing malicious
sites, malvertising, scammer networks, and suspect URLs, as
well as downloading potentially unwanted programs and
potentially unwanted modifications.
Hardened devices and apps - WatchTower365 hardens your
devices by blocking exploits, stopping remote code execution,
and breaking communication with hostile malware servers to
dramatically reduce your organisation’s attack surface.
Behavioural-based blocking - Our behaviour-based analysis
provides near real-time identification of behaviour that is
undeniably hostile and automatically blocks the threat,
delivering the most proactive protection on the market today.
Zero-day prevention - WatchTower S.M.A.R.T 365 applies
signatureless payload analysis and anomaly detection to
proactively identify and block malware attempting to exploit
hidden vulnerabilities in your organisation’s operating systems
and applications.
The right type of machine learning - Instead of training on
malware, the WatchTower S.M.A.R.T 365 model is trained to
recognise goodware properly - signed code from known
vendors.
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Fastest threat intelligence on the market - Intelligence
collected from millions of corporate and consumer-protected
endpoints. Even brand-new, unidentified malware is typically
eliminated before it can impact your endpoints.
Unified detection funnel catches more threats - Successive
learnings along the detection funnel provide increasingly higher
detection rates with increasingly lower false positives.
Traces the infection, maps the removal - WatchTower S.M.A.R.T
365 Linking Engine traces every installation, modification, and
process instantiation— including in-memory executables that
other anti-malware packages miss—mapping a complete
picture of the threat that enables full remediation.
Lethal “one-and-done” remediation - Applying in-depth
insights from the Linking Engine, WatchTower S.M.A.R.T 365
thoroughly and permanently removes both the infection and
any artefacts, delivering lethal “one-and-done” remediation.
Complete endpoint security solution-driven by a single pane
of glass - A full suite of endpoint security functionality and
automation capabilities-driven from the WatchTower S.M.A.R.T
365 Cloud and accessed from an intuitive UI makes fighting
malware a matter of clicks, not scripts.
Prioritises security team productivity - Your security team can
traverse from the global dashboard down to identified threats
and quarantined devices in just a few clicks. Scanning and
remediation are automated across a single department or
thousands of devices at a time.
Analyses the impact so you don’t have to - WatchTower
S.M.A.R.T 365 provides extensive threat analysis background
along with an assessment of its potential impact. Your CISO can
save time and effectively communicate potential impacts on
executive leadership.
Scalable to the largest enterprise - Our solution applies the
power of the cloud to scale to even the largest organisation’s
needs, efficiently detecting advanced threats, and providing a
globally consistent and speedy response.
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Endpoint Detection &
Response
DETECTION & RESPONSE
Active response in minutes - When threats strike, the focus
needs to be on taking action. WatchTower S.M.A.R.T 365 security
professionals immediately respond to threats across all
endpoints with a solution that is intuitive and doesn’t require a
steep learning curve.
Linking engine for complete remediation - Typical malware
infections can leave behind more than 100 artefacts, including
files, folders, and registry keys that can propagate to other
systems in an organisation’s network. WatchTower S.M.A.R.T 365
Incident Responders leverage the Linking Engine technology,
which identifies and removes all artefacts associated with the
primary threat payload.
Up to 72 hours of Ransomware Rollback - If an attack impacts
end-user files, The Endpoint Protection & Response solution
easily rolls back these changes to restore files that were
encrypted, deleted, or modified in a ransomware attack. Winds
back the clock to negate the impact of ransomware by
leveraging just-in-time backups.
Progressive Threat Detection - The Endpoint Protection &
Response’s multi-layered protection catches threats and
provides the intelligence required to investigate, isolate, and
remediate cyberattacks.
Flight recorder for suspicious activity monitoring - The Flight
Recorder feature in Endpoint Protection & Response provides
continuous monitoring and visibility into Windows desktops for
powerful insights. It allows you to: Easily track file system
events, network connections, process events, and registry
activity, View full command line details of executed processes,
store events in the cloud for a rolling 72-hour period and
automatically display suspicious activity.
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Endpoint Isolation - When an endpoint is compromised,
WatchTower S.M.A.R.T 365 stops the bleeding by isolating the
endpoint. Combining this isolation with fast remediation
prevents lateral movement of the infection. Malware is stopped
from phoning home, and remote attackers are locked out.
Guided Threat Response - WatchTower S.M.A.R.T 365 delivers
on guided threat response with an easy-to-use platform of
simplified tools built for security professionals of all abilities to
conduct proactive and cost-effective investigations. For
organisations both large and small to achieve endpoint
resilience, they must have access to intelligent tools with the
ability to investigate and provide the right guidance for
responding to an attack.

On-demand and scheduled endpoint scanning for custom
IOC threat hunting

User-initiated remediation scans enabled through
integrations with your existing IT systems management
tools

Continuous monitoring for suspicious files and process
events, network connections, and registry activity

Asset management that collects and displays endpoint
details (e.g., installed software, updates, and startup
programs) Visual graphs to investigate processes spawned
by a threat and where it moved laterally.
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get in touch!

Suite 4-5 Acorn House, Midsummer Boulevard,
Milton Keynes, MK9 3HP, UK

Web: www.dic-uk.com
Email: bjacob@dic-uk.com | contact@dic-uk.com

